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IRAN THREATENS TO FLOOD GAZA WITH 'MILLIONS' OF IRANIAN FIGHTERS
November 19, 2014 Arutz Sheva reported: “The head of Iran's Basij paramilitary force has claimed it is raising an army of ‘millions’ to
flood Gaza and Syria to support Tehran's allies.
Fars, Iran’s semi-official newspaper, reported that that Brigadier General Mohammad
Reza Naqdi, Commander the Basij paramilitary force, as saying: ‘Millions of Basijis
(volunteer forces) are ready in Iran to be dispatched to Syria and Gaza and they have
come to us (for registration).’
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Iran’s Basij forces are much feared inside the country and known for their brutality in
quashing anti-government dissent. They were highly utilized during Iran’s violent
repression of the student protests in the wake of the Iranian elections of 2009.
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Thousands of Iranian volunteers - mostly tied with Iran's Revolutionary Guards force are already reportedly fighting alongside pro-regime forces in Syria, where Iran is
attempting to forge a Syrian Hezbollah composed of Shia Islamist foot-soldiers.
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Brig. General Naqdi’s threat to inundate Gaza, and even Judea and Samaria if possible,
with Iranian militiamen comes of the heels of Iran’s Supreme Leader Khamenei’s call to
arm the ‘West Bank just like Gaza.’
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In fact, Brig. General Naqdi himself elaborated on Iran's plans to arm its Hamas and
Islamic Jihad allies in the ‘West Bank’ just as it has in Gaza stating that: ‘The most
serious job is that they need to receive the necessary training and skills; as today, Gaza has its own defensive industry and they have stood
on their feet, we also try to implement the same plan in the West Bank, God willing.’…”
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HAMAS ISLAMIC JIHAD PRAISE JERUSALEM SYNAGOGUE MASSACRE
November 18, 2014 Arutz Sheva reported: “Israel National News reports: “Hamas and Islamic Jihad have hailed this morning's massacre at
a Jerusalem synagogue, in which four worshipers were murdered and many more wounded by Palestinian terrorists.
In a statement, the Hamas terrorist group said it was ‘a response to the murder of the martyr Yusuf Ramuni,’ referring to a Palestinian bus
driver who committed suicide on Monday but whose death Islamists have been blaming on ‘settlers.’
‘The operation in Jerusalem is a response to the murder of the martyr Yusuf Ramuni and to the series of crimes by the occupier at Al-Aqsa
and Hamas calls to continue these operations,’ Hamas spokesman Sami Abu Zuhri said in a statement.
‘Hamas calls for more operations like it.’
Islamic Jihad echoed the comments in a separate statement.
‘Islamic Jihad salutes the operation in Jerusalem which is a natural response to the crimes of the occupier,’ it said…
In Tuesday morning's terrorist attack, two Muslim terrorists stormed a synagogue in the Jerusalem suburb of Har Nof armed with knives,
axes and a pistol and proceeded to butcher Jewish worshipers during morning prayers.
Police who arrived at the scene shortly after shot dead both attackers, who are believed to both be Arab residents of Jerusalem.”
U.S. EPISCOPAL CHURCH HAS ADOPTED PRO-MUSLIM, LGBT AGENDAS
November 18, 2014 Bretibart.com reported: “Statements by the dean of the National Cathedral as it hosted Muslim prayers on the 100th
anniversary of the last Caliph’s call for Jihad against nonbelievers have led to a closer look at the ideology of the Episcopal Church in the
United States.
As Breitbart News’ National Security Editor Dr. Sebastian Gorka reported, co-organizers of the Muslim prayer event at the Episcopal
National Cathedral in Washington, D.C., included the Council on Islamic-American Relations (CAIR), the Islamic Society of North
America (ISNA), the Muslim Public Affairs Council (MPAC), and the All-Dulles Area Muslims Society (ADAMS) Center – all of which
have ties to the Muslim Brotherhood.
Breitbart News’ Jordan Schachtel interviewed Gary Hall, dean of the National Cathedral, who said he was not aware that the Muslim
prayers took place on the 100th anniversary of the last Caliph’s call for Jihad against nonbelievers, or the infidel.
‘I did not know that it was that anniversary,’ Hall told Schachtel. ‘But knowing it now, it actually seems to be more appropriate to have an
event that is on an anniversary of a hard time. …There have been atrocities on both sides. There have been extremists on both sides.’…”

BIRD FLU: EU TALKS AS NETHERLANDS BATTLES OUTBREAK
November 17, 2014 The B BC News reported: “The European Commission is discussing protective measures to contain a ‘highly
contagious’ strain of bird flu discovered at a poultry farm in the Netherlands. The measures will include killing all contaminated
animals and the cleaning of their holding areas.
The Dutch government said the strain, H5N8, could potentially affect humans. Authorities have already begun destroying
150,000 hens at the infected farm, in the village of Hekendorp.
‘This highly pathogenic variant of avian influenza is very dangerous for bird life,’ the Dutch government said in a statement (in
Dutch).
‘The disease can be transmitted from animals to humans.’
The Dutch economics ministry says humans can only be infected through very close contact with infected birds…”
A DOCTOR’S MISTAKEN EBOLA TEST: ‘WE WERE CELEBRATING. . . . THEN EVERYTHING FELL APART’
November 16, 2014 The Washington Post reported: “When Martin Salia’s Ebola test came back negative, his friends and colleagues threw
their arms around him. They shook his hand. They patted him on the back. They removed their protective gear and cried.
But when his symptoms remained nearly a week later, Salia took another test, on Nov. 10. This one came back positive, sending the Sierra
Leonean doctor with ties to Maryland on a desperate, belated quest for treatment and forcing the colleagues who had embraced him into
quarantine.
“We were celebrating. If the test says you are Ebola-free, we assume you are Ebola-free,” said Komba Songu M’Briwa, who cared for
Salia at the Hastings Ebola Treatment Center in Freetown. “Then everything fell apart.”
Salia died early Monday at the Nebraska Medical Center in Omaha, his family left to wonder what would have happened if he had
received earlier treatment. His widow, Isatu, lives in New Carrollton, and they have two children, 12 and 20, also living in the United
States. He had been a visitor to their Maryland home, but has devoted most of his time to his medical work in Freetown.
“Dr. Salia was extremely critical when he arrived here, and unfortunately, despite out best efforts, we weren’t able to save him,” said Phil
Smith, medical director of the biocontainment unit.
In a sign that the Ebola epidemic still poses a danger, even though it may have eased in parts of Liberia, the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention announced Sunday that airport screening will begin for travelers arriving in the United States from Mali, which lies inland
from Sierra Leone and Liberia and has begun to report cases of the disease.”...”
EBOLA: MAPPING THE OUTBREAK
November 16, 2014 BBC.com reported: “The Ebola outbreak in West Africa was first reported in March 2014, and has rapidly become the
deadliest occurrence of the disease since its discovery in 1976. In fact, the current epidemic sweeping across the region has now killed
more than all other known Ebola outbreaks combined.
Up to 11 November, 5,177 people had been reported as having died from the disease in six countries; Liberia, Guinea, Sierra Leone,
Nigeria, the United States and Mali.
The total number of reported cases is in excess of 14,000. The World Health Organization (WHO) admits the figures are underestimates
given the difficulty collecting the data and warns there could be as many as 20,000 cases by the end of November if efforts to tackle the
outbreak are not stepped up. “...”
RUSSIANS DISABLE U.S. GUIDED MISSILE DESTROYER
November 13, 2014 infowars.com reported: “A Russian Su-24 buzzed the ship and “disabled all radars, control circuits, systems,
information transmission, etc. on board the US destroyer. In other words, the all-powerful Aegis system, now hooked up — or about to be
— with the defense systems installed on NATO’s most modern ships was shut down,” reports the Voltaire Network.
The guided missile destroyer represents the cutting edge of U.S. military technology. It carries Tomahawk cruise missiles with a range of
up to 2,500 kilometers, missiles capable of carrying nuclear explosives. The ship carries 56 Tomahawk missiles in standard mode and 96
missiles in attack mode. It is also equipped with the latest Aegis Combat System.
The Aegis Combat System is an integrated naval weapons system manufactured by Lockheed Martin. It uses sophisticated computer and
radar technology to track and guide weapons to destroy enemy targets.
“The State Department acknowledged that the crew of the destroyer USS Donald Cook has been gravely demoralized ever since their
vessel was flown over in the Black Sea by a Russian Sukhoi-24 (Su-24) fighter jet which carried neither bombs nor missiles but only an
electronic warfare device.”
Prior to the incident in the Black Sea, the Russian defense ministry complained about the deployment of the warship. The ministry said it
demonstrated that U.S. antimissile systems in Europe are aimed at undermining Russia’s nuclear deterrent.
Russia has condemned the placement by NATO of a radar in the Czech Republic and ten interceptors in Poland. Russia is also sending a
message in the wake of the United States and NATO decision to confront it over its alleged role in the crisis in Ukraine. This message
could not be more blunt – Russia has the capability to shut down the most technologically advanced aspects of the U.S. military machine,
including its ability to launch nuclear missiles.”...”
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